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The Transgender Narrative Conflicts With:
   •  ________________ content
   •  ________________ science
   •  Reason and logic

Dr. John Money:
   •  Professor of Pediatrics and Medical Psychology at Johns Hopkins University
   •  Biography: "The Man Who Invented Gender"
   •  He coined the terms "gender role," "gender identity," and "sexual  
       orientation."

1. Biblical Content:
   •  Genesis 1:26-27
            o  God created humanity with two binary genders: male and female.  
            o  Both are made in His image. 
   •  Genesis 3:7-10
            o  Spiritual rebellion against God resulted in physical covering and hiding.
            o  Spiritual sin has physical and psychological effects.
   •  Deuteronomy 22:5
            o  In the Old Testament, cross-dressing was not a ______________  
                 practice but a ___________________ behavior.
   •  Matthew 19:3-6
            o  Jesus affirms the intentional binary creation of humanity: male  
                 and female.

Gender Dysphoria:
   •  It is when someone experiences a conflict between their biology  
       and what gender they believe they are.
   •  It is real and it is traumatizing.
   •  A person in this situation really thinks that he or she is, should be,  
      or would feel better as the gender that is different from their biological sex.

2. Biological Science:
   •  “Biological sex is demonstrated by”:
          o  The presence or absence of a “Y” chromosome
          o  Internal reproductive organs
          o  External sexual anatomy
          o  Endocrine system that produces secondary sex characteristics 

    •  Standard Practice for Transitions:
          o  As early as desired: give the child a new wardrobe, a new name, new  
              pronouns, and generally treat them as if they are of the opposite sex. 
          o  Approaching puberty: puberty blockers to prevent maturation and  
              development. 
          o  As a teen: begin cross-sex hormones – estrogen (for biological boys)  
              and testosterone (for biological girls).
          o  At 18: individuals may undergo sex reassignment (correction)                
              surgery.

3. Reason and Logic:
   •  Video: “Can a 5’9” white guy be a 6’5” Chinese woman?”

When how one feels is the final ___________________,  
it results in great personal and cultural __________________.

Discussion Starters:
   •  What did you hear today that was most surprising or helpful in thinking   
       through this issue?
   •  How did today’s message help you see issues of gender more clearly  
       (truth) or more compassionately (grace)?
   •  How do you think we walk the tightrope of gracious tolerance without  
       abandoning biblical truth? What do you think that looks like?

Got a question about this series? The last week of the series,  
we will answer some questions. Please send your questions to:

Email: podcast@NewHeights.org
Text: "question" to 360-694-4985


